THMED Has Been Acquired By Doximity

MHT Partners is proud to announce that
THMED, a portfolio company of New Capital
Partners and Waveland Ventures, has been
acquired by Doximity. MHT Partners served
as exclusive advisor to THMED in this
transaction.
THMED is a leading healthcare staffing
solutions company. THMED has changed its
name to Curative to reflect the new company
empowered by Doximity’s technology and
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network. Together, the two companies have
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created a first-ever business model for healthcare staffing that uses
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technology to re-engineer delivery by focusing on personalized search that
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connects medical groups and healthcare facilities with a far-reaching network
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of highly qualified vetted practitioners.
Curative will serve as the staffing vertical of the largest community of
healthcare professionals in the world. In the U.S. alone, over 70% of all
doctors and 45% of all nurse practitioners and physician assistants are part
of the Doximity network. Combining Doximity’s data science and intelligence
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with the service of Curative’s customer-focused recruiters empowers the
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company to deliver even faster and more precise personalized matching of
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healthcare professionals with opportunities.
John Martin, former CEO and Founder of THMED and current leader of the
locum tenens and permanent placement services of Curative, said, “The
newly formed company truly is revolutionary for the healthcare industry. We
will be able to merge innovative technology and an incredibly talented team to
deliver talent to our healthcare clients like no company has ever done
before.” He adds, “MHT Partners guided us through a tailored and efficient
process. Their knowledge of our industry and deep transaction experience
delivered us a highly successful outcome. We couldn’t be more pleased with
our decision to hire them.”
Alex Sauter, Principal of MHT Partners, states, “This new partnership allows
hospitals and practices access to the largest network of physicians and other
highly sought-after medical professionals in the world. This is a complete win
for everyone in the healthcare industry. We’re proud of our collaborative
efforts and really enjoyed working with the THMED team.”
Mike McGill, Co-founder and Managing Director of MHT Partners, adds, “We
are honored to have worked with John and his impressive management team
and we look forward to their continued success.”
About MHT Partners
MHT Partners is a national middle market investment bank focused on
representing innovative leaders in growth markets. The team at MHT Partners
assists clients with seller advisory, acquisition advisory, corporate finance
and strategic advisory assignments across a range of dynamic and growing
industry verticals: business & information services; education; healthcare
services and consumer growth. For more information, please visit
www.mhtpartners.com.
About THMED

About THMED
THMED, LLC (Transcend Health and Medical) is a complete solutions
provider of healthcare staffing resources and serves communities across the
United States. Its combined services include permanent physician
placement, locum tenens staffing, nurse and allied permanent placement,
executive and academic placement, candidate matching technology, and
other consulting services.
About Curative
Curative finds incredible healthcare practitioner talent with less hassle using
better data. We combine the heart and hard work of experienced recruiters
with the intelligent technology of Doximity, the world’s largest professional
medical network. Using a tech lens to re-engineer the healthcare staffing
delivery model, Curative delivers a superior clinician user experience and
comes through with vetted practitioners. The result: the commitment and
ability to find people who care. For more information, visit
www.curativetalent.com.
The MHT Partners team was led by: Mike McGill and Alex Sauter.

